
DAY 12 – PROCESS – VIDEO 1 

The activation process occurs across six videos – read each day’s process first, then watch the video to 

practice, then once you’re familiar with each day’s sequence and want to practice it from start to end 

without watching, put in ear pieces and practice with the audio. 

Leave using the audio for this section of the training till you’re familiar with the day’s whole process as 

you’ll find it slightly different in sequence – this an example of circularity and promoting not being rigid 

about your rituals. 

 

Adjust your standing 

Draw your busy thinking mind back behind all the frontal noise into the quiet sanctuary of the rear of the 

sacred cave inside your skull. 

Sit down and lean back against the back wall of the cave. 

Let your physical presence lean back against the front of your spine, against the fronts of your shoulder-

blades, and against the fronts of your rear pelvic bones and sacrum. 

Let your weight sink into your lower belly, hips and legs. 

Elongate your spine – unfurl it, let it lengthen from between your shoulder blades up to the base of the 

skull, and from between your shoulder blades down to your tailbone. 

Note the new lightness. 

Drop your shoulders. Desist from narrowing yourself to fit in or not stand out. 

Broaden. Broaden across your shoulders and across your hips. 

Now you’re deeper, longer and broader in the postural, skeletal sense, your command of consciousness 

and energy, and hence existence is instantaneously matching that by expanding in depth, breadth and 

height. Note that. 



Stop wasting energy holding your muscles tight – anywhere in the body – there’s no need. Stop 

interfering with your muscles now and watch and feel all muscle groups let go and soften as one. 

Take command of your diaphragm – slow down the tempo of your breathing, even out the in and out, 

smooth and sooth it down till it feels like silk being unreeled from a cocoon as the air passes in and out. 

Note your changing state. 

Sit back more inside – lean into the back of your skull, and into your back all the way down. 

Up front, way up front, soften your breastbone – feel it become more fluid than solid and like gently 

blowing a hole through a diaphanous veil allow your heart to glow – allow your heart chi to flow – 

everywhere, within you, all around you – forever, no limits. 

Enhance awareness by picturing a light mist of a feint rose-gold-violet-emerald-white-electric blue hue, 

imbued with the healing particle, the pure consciousness particle, the infinite energy particle, the beauty 

particle, the grace particle, the courage particle, all these particles just one article – call it Tao – Tao in the 

active form – Tao in motion, restoring everything and everyone including you to the former state of 

absolute wholeness which was never really left save for being momentarily distracted by a momentary 

incarnation in the world of illusory fragmentation. 

And you’re breathing it in and out through the center of your chest like a big fat contented Buddha. 

Relax. 

Note the tendency of the front-self to grasp at this. And as soon as it does a combination of anxiety and 

excitement besets it. Note this sensation in the solar plexus. And breathe. Watch it loosen and evaporate 

a bit on each out-breath. 

Honor it, be thankful for it back there. Honoring it means honoring the Tao in it all – the Tao having been 

in motion generating all of that for you. 

Your heart stays open all the while and you’re just feeling the feelings in the front as the heart chi, the 

love in you, flows into your past, into your story. 

Until the whole thing – this phenomenon of experiences remembered – gets healed by your love. 



See it. All your ancestors, the whole line of forebears without whose lives and the transmission of DNA, 

you’d not be here, are fully present here – present and susceptible to contact. Honor them now as they 

stretch out in their numbers far into the distance behind you, heal them with your heart chi radiance, 

love them, and you’re healing the line all the way back to you right here right now. 

Say hello to your guardian. You’ll find him/her occupying the same space as you but not in space and 

actually quite a bit bigger than you and felt as mostly behind and above to guard your back. Don’t be shy. 

Don’t be scared. Your guardian won’t hurt you. That’s the whole point of being your guardian. 

Honor your guardian with acknowledgment. 

Raise your arms gently, softly yet not wishy-washilly with palms facing the sky, arms bent to make a circle 

with the top bit missing, as a gesture of connecting with your guardian as you do this. Then return your 

arms to neutral and relax your shoulders. 

Sitting or standing, extend your arms out to the sides parallel with your shoulders, palms up and titled 

slightly forwards yet with elbows, arms bent at the elbows slightly to create the bottom curve of about 

20% of a circle. Embrace destiny as your beloved friend and ally, your font of all experience, including the 

experience of eventually leaving this body altogether and finding yourself back home where you were all 

the time anyway but were too distracted to notice. Embrace destiny as your beloved, grant it your fullest 

trust, and agree destiny will love you back and prove its trustworthiness exponentially more all the time. 

Make a gesture with your hands and arms of drawing from all around your field and gathering into a ball, 

that you now hold in front of your solar plexus, the combined essence of all previous misconceptions 

about destiny, all associations with darkness and dissolution, all notions of it as adversary – and as you 

next exhale push the ball slowly away from you to release this combined essence of them like a stale gas 

and repeat on the next three exhalations, exhaling as if directly through the center of your chest to help 

push it away from you and out of your field, whereupon it will be neutralized as it re-enters the pleroma. 

 

AUDIO 10 

Listen to Audio 10 only when you are ready to practice and have familiarised yourself with the process 

in today’s video 


